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Chapter 3

MOTRIMS

3.1 Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to obtain detailed information on electron capture and ionization
processes in ion-atom collisions, by measuring state-to-state transition probabilities and their
dependencies on impact parameter. To do so one needs to measure the final state distribution
with sufficient resolution to distinguish the different channels of interest. By determining
the projectile scattering angle as precisely as possible information about the effective impact
parameter ranges can be obtained.

For this purpose we have applied the technique of recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy
(RIMS), in which one measures the momentum components of the recoiling target ions after
(multi-)electron removal. Because typically the recoil momenta are very small one has to use
targets with an even smaller initial momentum spread, i.e. cold targets. Traditionally super-
sonic gas-jets are used to fulfill this condition and in conjunction with RIMS this experimental
approach is called cold target recoil-ion momentum spectroscopy (COLTRIMS). An alterna-
tive is the use of laser-cooled atoms trapped in a magneto-optical trap (MOT), which provides
much lower target temperatures. The technique combining a MOT target with RIMS, coined
MOTRIMS, is applied in this thesis.

As RIMS is suitable to study electron capture it has to compete with long-standing well-
established techniques such as translational energy spectroscopy and photon emission spec-
troscopy. Throughout this thesis our experimental results are compared with measurements
using these techniques. Of all methods the key objective is the final state information. This
is achieved by measuring the so-called Q-value, which is defined as:

Q≡ E f
b −Ei

b, (3.1)

whereEt
b is the total (negative) energy of all bound electrons before (t = i) or after (t = f ) the

collision. E f
b is defined as the final binding energy of all electron ‘directly’ after the collision,

i.e. before any radiative or Auger decay of excited projectile and target states.
In translational energy spectroscopy (TES) this Q-value is obtained by measuring the

kinetic energy gain or loss of the projectile,∆Ep. In particular the projectiles scattered into
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32 MOTRIMS

the forward direction are analyzed. For small scattering angles and small energy transfer
(Q/Ep ¿ 1) the change in projectile kinetic energy is equal to the change in the electronic
energy [96],

∆Ep =−Q, (3.2)

which gives direct access to the final state distribution. The resolution depends on the initial
kinetic energy spread of the projectiles. Also a finite angular resolution may contribute to
the energy resolution. The final kinetic energy of the charge-changed projectiles is measured
either by time-of-flight techniques or by means of electrostatic analyzers, such as hemispher-
ical energy analyzers. Scattering angle dependent cross sections can be obtained, too. TES
can be applied to atomic [97–100] and molecular gas targets [101–103]. An overview of this
technique can be found in several review papers, see e.g. [50,104].

In photon emission spectroscopy (PES) one measures the photon emission spectra fol-
lowing charge exchange [105, 106]. By measuring the wavelength of these photons one can
in principle reconstruct the electronic final state directly after the collision, i.e. before its
decay. Because wavelengths can be measured very precisely PES has an excellent energy
resolution and is in this respect superior to other techniques. The resolution is independent
of the kinetic energy spread of the projectiles. Disadvantages of PES are the small solid
angles of the spectrometers, sometimes low detector efficiencies and cumbersome absolute
calibration procedures. Furthermore, PES is inherently insensitive for capture into the ground
state or long-lived excited states, and also final state configurations which decay via electron
emission (Auger decay, autoionization) are not detected in a PES measurement. Finally, the
scattering angle is not accessible to PES, thus no impact parameter sensitive information is
obtained.

3.2 Recoil-ion Momentum Spectroscopy

RIMS relies on determining the change in momentum of the target. The technique was moti-
vated by the wish to measure scattering angles with high resolution. Traditionally the projec-
tile scattering angle was measured directly from the projectile deflection. This is limited by
the collimation of the projectile beam and a scattering angle resolution better than 0.1 mrad
is not feasible [107]. It was realized in 1987 by Ullrich and Schmidt-Böcking in Frankfurt
that from the velocity of the recoiling target ion perpendicular to the beam direction one can
also deduce the scattering angle. Higher resolution can be achieved because one is much less
sensitive to the quality of the projectile beam [107–109].

In the following we will only consider nonrelativistic ion-atom collisions to find a relation
between the momenta of the incident ion and those of the collision fragments, i.e. recoil-ion,
emitted electrons and scattered projectile. The momentum conservation law can be written
as:

Pi
P +Pi

R = Pf
P +Pf

R+
N

∑
j=1

Pf
ej

, (3.3)

in which Pt
P andPt

R are the respective momentum vectors of the projectile and target before
(t = i) and after (t = f ) the collision andPf

ej represents the momenta ofN electrons which
are emitted into the continuum during the collision. In the laboratory frame the target is
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the different momentum vectors for the example of a pure electron capture
process, i.e., no free electrons in the final state. The projectile with initial momentumPi

P in the longitu-

dinal direction has a momentumPf
P after the collision with the target atom.Pf

P can be decomposed in

pf
trans,P andpf

long,P. The target atom has a final momentumPf
R, decomposed intoptrans andplong. Also

the projectile scattering angleθ is indicated.

initially at rest, i.e.Pi
R = 0. Therefore the initial momentum is given by that of the projectile,

Pi
P = mpvp, in which mp is the projectile mass and vp is the projectile velocity. The energy

conservation mandates that:

Ei
P +Ei

R = E f
P +E f

R +Q+
N

∑
j=1

E f
ej

, (3.4)

in which Et
P andEt

R are the kinetic energies of the projectile and target before (t = i) and
after (t = f ) the collision, respectively, andE f

ej are the kinetic energies of the electrons in the
continuum. The Q-value is the energy difference between final and initial bound electronic
states of the colliding particles and often referred to as theinelasticityof the process. One
can distinguish two types of reactions. ForQ > 0 the total final binding energy is lower (less
negative) than prior to the collision, this at the cost of kinetic energy. These reactions are
calledendothermic. If the total final binding energy is higher (more negative) than in the
initial state,Q < 0, the system gains kinetic energy. These processes are calledexothermic.
The special case thatQ = 0 corresponds to a resonant process.

One can decompose the momentum vectors into alongitudinal momentum component,
directed along the projectile axis, and atransversemomentum component, perpendicular to
the projectile axis. The transverse momentum is a two dimensional vector. However, due to
cylindrical symmetry only its length is of importance. In figure 3.1 the situation is depicted
for pure electron capture. Equation 3.3 can be separated into longitudinal and transverse
components:

0 = p f
trans,P +p f

trans,R+
N

∑
j=1

p f
trans,ej

, (3.5)

pi
long,P = pf

long,P + pf
long,R+

N

∑
j=1

pf
long,ej

, (3.6)

wherebypi
trans,P = 0 andPi

R = 0 in the laboratory frame. One immediately recognizes that
for electron capture without the occurrence of ionization processes the projectile and target
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have equal but opposite transverse momenta after the collision, i.e.p f
trans,P = −p f

trans,R.
The transverse momentum of the projectile is directly linked to the scattering angle,θ , in the
approximation of small momentum transfer, via:

pf
trans,P ≡ |p f

trans,P|= mpvpsinθ . (3.7)

Therefore measuring the transverse momentum of the recoil-ion is equivalent to measuring
the projectile scattering angle. Because in ion-atom collisions the scattering angle is small,
typically θ < 1 mrad, one can applysinθ ≈ θ , thereby obtaining:

ptrans≡ |p f
trans,R|= mpvpθ , (3.8)

For processes involving ionization this relation is not valid. However, for keV collisions the
emitted electrons carry away very little momentum and to first approximation equation 3.8
can still be applied.

To derive the expression for the longitudinal momentum is more involved and can be
found elsewhere [110, 111]. Its derivation, starting from equations 3.3 and 3.4, is based on
the approximation that the change in projectile momentum is much smaller than the total
projectile momentum and on the fact that the electron mass is much smaller than that of the
projectile. The final expression for the longitudinal momentum of the recoil-ion is:

plong≡ pf
long,R =

Q
vp
− 1

2
rvp +

s

∑
i=1

(
Eei

vp
− plong,ei ), (3.9)

with r the number of electrons transferred to the projectile,s the number of electrons emitted
to the continuum. The second term in equation 3.9, themass-transferterm, reflects the equal
sharing of the momentum changervp due to the transfer of electrons from the target to the
projectile. Without direct ionization (s= 0) the equation reduces to:

plong =
Q
vp
− 1

2
rvp, (3.10)

which means that the Q-value of the process can be directly obtained from the longitudinal
momentum of the recoil-ion. This on its turn reveals into which states electron capture takes
place. An important observation is that because the Q-value is discrete due to the quantized
nature of electronic binding energies, alsoplong is discrete. Backward scattering of the recoil-
ion is always due to exothermic reactions and for not too small Q-values (Q > 1

2rv2
p) forward

scattering to endothermic reactions.
Taking a priori the approximation of small momentum transfer into account, equation 3.10

can be derived easily by recognizing that the change in internal energy (Q-value) has to be
compensated by the change in projectile’s kinetic energy, i.e.∆Ep, in whichEp = 1

2mpv2
p is

the projectile’s kinetic energy. The change of projectile energy due to the capture process can
be written as:

∆Ep =
1
2
(∆mp)v2

p +mpvp∆vp =−Q, (3.11)

from which one can derive the following equation:

mp∆vp =− Q
vp
− 1

2
rvp, (3.12)
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Figure 3.2: Schematics of recoil-ion momentum spectrometers, showing both (a) transverse and (b)
longitudinal extraction. The projectile beam, which defines the longitudinal direction, the recoil-ion
momentum and recoil-ion trajectory towards the detector are indicated. The recoil ions are extracted
from the collision center by a weak electrostatic field, after which they pass a field-free drift region
before they are detected.

which includes the fact that the change in projectile mass is due to the transferred electrons,
i.e. in atomic units∆mp = r. Realizing that the longitudinal momentum of the recoil-ion is
opposite to the change of the longitudinal momentum of the projectile one finally arrives at:

plong =−∆(mpvp) =−(∆mp)vp−mp∆vp =
Q
vp
− 1

2
rvp, (3.13)

by using equation 3.12.
Note that for small momentum transfer the transverse and longitudinal momentum com-

ponents are decoupled and reveal different aspects of the collision. The Q-value gives the
final electronic bound states, therefore the longitudinal recoil-ion momentum reveals spectro-
scopic information. The scattering angle obtained from the transverse recoil-ion momentum
is connected to the impact parameter.

RIMS aims at measuring the recoil-ion momentum componentsplong and ptrans as pre-
cisely as possible. A standard RIMS spectrometer consists of two regions. By means of a
weak electrostatic field the recoil ions are extracted from the collision center (extraction re-
gion), after which they enter a field-free drift region and are detected on a position-sensitive
ion detector. The transverse and longitudinal momenta of the recoils can be calculated from
the measured (two-dimensional) position and the time-of-flight, i.e. the time it took the recoil
to travel from the collision center to the detector. One can distinguish two classes of extrac-
tion geometries, namely transverse and longitudinal extraction (see figure 3.2). In the first
case one applies an electric field perpendicular to the projectile axis. Here the longitudinal
momentum is determined by the amount of backward or forward scattering with respect to
the collision center. In the second case, the recoil ions are extracted along the projectile axis
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(or under a small angle) and the longitudinal momentum is deduced from the time-of-flight.
A general description of recoil-ion momentum spectrometers is given in [112] and details of
our experiment will be discussed in chapter 4.

The resolution of a RIMS crucially depends on the initial velocity spread of the target, i.e.
its temperature. Usually the typical recoil-ion momenta of interest are much smaller than the
thermal momentum spread of atoms at room temperature. Therefore pre-cooled targets are
needed. A breakthrough development was the implementation of supersonic gas jet devices,
producing well localized and internally cold targets (Dörneret al [113], Mergelet al [114]).
In such devices a gas at high pressure is forced through a small nozzle into vacuum and
thereby accelerated to supersonic speed at the expense of internal motion. This results in an
effective cooling of the gas. Via this method a room temperature gas can be cooled down to
temperatures of a few Kelvin or below. The cold and narrow gas-jet is then crossed with a
projectile beam. The combination of RIMS with supersonic gas-jets forms the basis of the
COLTRIMS experiments. One has to distinguish two internal momentum spreads in the jet,
namely the one along the jet direction which depends on the intrinsic jet temperature and a
perpendicular one determined by the jet velocity and divergence. For helium the first one is
typically 0.1 a.u., while the second one is smaller and a value of 0.06 a.u. can be achieved,
corresponding to a temperature of 0.1 K [112]. The method allows the use of both cold
atomic and molecular gas targets. However, the internal momentum spread increases with
the mass of the particle, thus most high resolution work is done with helium. For the current
generation gas jets it is very difficult to achieve an initial momentum spread smaller than 0.5
a.u. for gases heavier than argon.

By now the experimental method is applied to many different kinds of atomic interac-
tions, involving ion-atom collisions from keV to GeV impact energies, single photon, intense
laser fields and electron-impact induced ionization. In principle all ionizing collision pro-
cesses can be studied by COLTRIMS. All particles in the final state can be measured in
coincidence, including the projectile, recoiling target ion and free electrons. This justifies
the name ‘Reaction Microscope’, which is used for the combination of recoil-ion and elec-
tron spectroscopy. With COLTRIMS kinematically complete experiments became possible,
combining high resolution momentum spectroscopy with a solid angle of almost4π. The
technique is not restricted to atoms and has also been extensively applied to molecular tar-
gets, for example to study photoionization of spatially oriented molecules. The historical
development of RIMS, COLTRIMS and reaction microscopes as well as the results obtained
can be found in recent review papers [23,115].

The study of electron capture processes in keV ion-atom collisions has been performed
by many COLTRIMS experiments, mainly using He targets (see e.g. [116–121]). Most of
these experiments are based on transverse extraction of the recoil-ion and have reported a
momentum resolution around 0.2 a.u. for one-electron capture. Using longitudinal extraction
Fischeret al [122] obtained an impressive momentum resolution of 0.07 a.u., only limited by
the target temperature. Also single ionization in keV ion-atom collisions has been studied by
COLTRIMS (see e.g. [123–126]).

Finally we want to point out the close connection between RIMS-like experiments and the
technique of velocity map imaging [127–129] commonly used in the field of molecular re-
action dynamics. Both its principle, namely ion imaging to obtain the full three-dimensional
momentum or velocity distribution of the particles after the interaction as well as the imple-
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mentation are very similar or even the same. The distinction between the two techniques is
mainly historical and based on the physics topics that are addressed.

3.3 MOTRIMS

Despite its great success, cooling of gas target by supersonic jets has some limitations. First
of all the target temperatures are in the order of 0.1 K of higher, which limit the resolution
in many present day experiments. Secondly for high resolution experiments the palette of
target species is limited to light noble gas atoms (He, Ne and Ar). Therefore an extension
of the COLTRIMS method has been developed in which one uses magneto-optical trapping1

to cool the target even further and this combination was named MOTRIMS. The resulting
target temperatures are well below 1 mK, thus two to three orders of magnitude lower than in
COLTRIMS. The momentum spread due to the target temperature is around 0.01 a.u. and is
equal in all directions. MOTRIMS extends the range of target species to all atoms which can
be trapped in a MOT. In addition, because laser excitation is required in a MOT, one has the
option of studying ion interactions with excited targets.

The use of a MOT as a target for collision experiments started about a decade after the
first demonstration of magneto-optical trapping. From the trap loss due to ionizing colli-
sions with electrons total ionization cross sections were deduced [130–134]. First pioneering
recoil-ion experiments were performed by Helm and Wolf [135, 136], measuring the recoil-
ion energies of photoionized Rb atoms. This kind of photoionization experiments has recently
been performed on a Cs MOT using synchrotron radiation [137]. Recoil measurements in-
volving a MOT are also key to current developments to trap radioactive atoms to study their
β -decay [138–141].

The first MOTRIMS experiments were performed by three groups: in Copenhagen Van
der Poelet al used a Na MOT to study Fraunhofer-diffraction in one-electron capture by
Li+ [24], at Kansas State University Fléchardet al used a Rb MOT to measure Q-value
spectra of one-electron capture in Cs++Rb collisions [25] and in Groningen Turkstraet al,
using a Na MOT, studied multi-electron capture in O6++Na collisions [26].

A record resolution of 0.03 a.u. in the longitudinal momentum component was achieved
by the Kansas State MOTRIMS experiment [25, 27] using longitudinal extraction. This
demonstrated the improvement in resolution compared to COLTRIMS. They also showed
that MOTRIMS offers an alternative non-destructive method of studying population dynam-
ics by using charge transfer as a probe. It could be applied to study for instance stimu-
lated Raman adiabatic passage (STIRAP) and laser induced population dynamics [27,142]2.
Also differential cross sections with a transverse momentum resolution of 0.13 a.u. were
reported [144, 145]. The Copenhagen and Groningen MOTRIMS experiments are based on
transverse extraction. Van der Poelet alachieved a momentum resolution of 0.12 a.u. in one
of the transverse components and a longitudinal momentum resolution of 0.28 a.u. [24,146].
Turkstraet al reported a momentum resolution of 0.25-0.3 a.u. [26].

1Magneto-optical trapping will be treated in section 4.2
2This principle was already applied earlier in a TES measurement by Gieleret al [143], in which charge transfer

was used as a probe to study coherent population trapping.
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Over the last years we have improved the Groningen MOTRIMS experiment significantly
and these improvements will be discussed in chapter 4. Most of the recoil spectra presented in
this thesis are measured with a momentum resolution of 0.1 a.u. in the longitudinal and one of
the transverse components. This is a clear improvement with respect to the previous version
of the experiment and concerning the longitudinal momentum much better than the Copen-
hagen experiment. The resolution obtained is comparable with or better than COLTRIMS
experiments which also use transverse extraction. Recently we have improved the resolution
even further to a value of 0.07 a.u. in the same components as described above. This is com-
petitive with the best COLTRIMS experiments. With an initial target momentum spread of
about 0.01 a.u., our resolution is clearly not yet limited by target temperature. The Gronin-
gen setup is up to now still the only MOTRIMS experiment studying collision withmultiply
charged projectile ions.




